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Leading Oil Returns… In An Unlikely Place
Energy XXI: Little-known Gulf of Mexico oil producer, industry leader
Return on Investment - 2013

Energy XXI FY2013 Metrics
 Drilling

$0.8 billion

 Acquisitions

$0.2 billion

 1P Reserve Adds

$2.0 billion

 ROI

107%

- Energy XXI seeing much
higher drilling returns than
many onshore plays
- Generating returns on par with
serial value creators amongst
the majors, such as Oxy
Source: Company 10-K filings
Return on investment = yearly proved reserves additions divided by
expenditures on drilling, development and acquisitions
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- Majority of reserves value
created through the drill bit
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What’s The Secret to Energy XXI’s Success?
Quantum leaps in drilling tech unlocking large reserves offshore
“Our acquire and exploit strategy has delivered the growth...we’ve
increased reserves by 80% since the time of acquisition.”
-

John Schiller, Energy XXI Chief Executive Officer

 Horizontal wells
completed in sands
less than 10’ thick
 Billions of barrels of
oil in place

Figure: Schematic of
Energy XXI Gulf of
Mexico horizontal well
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 Oil left behind during
first wave of Gulf
development – due to
technical challenges
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Industry-Leading Returns Attracting BIG Capital
Recent M&A in the Gulf of Mexico shows major investors (quietly) moving in
Recent GOM Transactions
 Fieldwood Energy

 Fieldwood Energy

 Energy XXI

October 2013

February 2014

March 2014 (announced)

Seller

Apache

Seller SandRidge Energy

Seller

Purchase Price

$3.75B

Purchase Price

Purchase Price

$0.75B

EPL Oil & Gas
$2.3B

1P Oil Reserves 133M Bbl

1P Oil Reserves 29M Bbl

1P Oil Reserves 55M Bbl

Production

Production

Production

95,000 b/d

23,500 boe/d

20,800 boe/d

- Fieldwood Energy = Riverstone Holdings—one of largest energy private
equity firms globally (Lord John Browne of BP, James Hackett of Anadarko)

- Fieldwood has gone from standing start to largest asset-holder in the GOM
Shelf, in under four months
- Acquisitions focused on shallow-water, decades-old assets
April 2014
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Offshore Unconventional – Action To Take
Offshore unconventional drilling creating some of today’s best drilling returns
Key Takeaways
 Advanced drilling tech developed onshore is
now moving offshore
 U.S. shallow Gulf of Mexico is current focus
 Producers starting to look at new plays globally
 Acquire “sunset” oil pools
conventional development

with

historic

 Thin and stacked sands as in GOM are conducive
to re-development and reserves additions
 Plays with large OOIP but recovery challenges
(e.g., heavy, waxy) are candidates

April 2014
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Global Platinum – Concentrated and At-Risk
Structural changes afoot in platinum, driven by unique global geology
Platinum is geographically restricted
- Over 70% of global production from
South Africa
- Top three nations produce 92% of
supply
Major producers facing big challenges
- Labor unrest in South Africa
- High costs for electricity, sustaining
capital expenditures

ZIMBABWE,
12,000

OTHER, 15,000

RUSSIA, 25,000
SOUTH AFRICA,
140,000

Few Alternatives for New Supply

- Unfavorable exploration regimes in
Zimbabwe and Russia
- No other primary production with
significant scalability

April 2014

Global platinum production 2013 (kg)
Source: United States Geological Survey
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Unusual Exploration Activity Emerging
Recent projects launched by Lonmin show miners are hungry for new ideas

 Platinum major Lonmin quietly began
exploration in Northern Ireland
 Target is highly conceptual in nature
– buried PGM deposits beneath
surface lavas
 Lonmin funding geochemistry aimed
at determining regional potential for
underlying magmatic system
 Suggests majors are willing to pay
up for ideas that open up new plays
globally

July 2013
April
2014

Figure: Antrim Lavas in Northern Ireland
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Platinum Crisis – Action To Take
Well-founded platinum prospects growing in value, even conceptual targets
Key Takeaways
 Platinum industry is facing serious risks to
production and operating stability
 Few established options for diversification
 Spurring a wave of interest in grassroots plays
 Develop conceptual targets in new jurisdictions

 Use existing body of technical data from known
districts (Bushveld, Norilsk) to refine prospects
 High potential for attracting farm-in deals and
funding; big value creation on new discoveries
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India’s Coal Imports Seeing Unparalleled Growth
Imports of thermal coal into India on pace to grow by 139% since 2010
India FY Thermal Coal Imports
 2010-11

69 million tonnes

 2011-12

103 million tonnes

 2012-13

146 million tonnes

 2013-14 (e) 165 million tonnes

- India’s coal-fired power output
running at 110,000 MW

- Domestic
coal
production
flagging due to corruption,
environmental and transport
Source: Press Bureau of India
Estimated imports for FY2013-14 are annualized figures from the first 6 months
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- 1 in 5 power plants running at
“critical” coal inventories
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Top Supplier Indonesia Now Capping Supply
Indonesia has been go-to exporter to India; but will limit shipments in 2014
India Coal Imports By Source

 Indonesia is only major
supplier to India
showing output growth
 India’s 2012/13
imports of Indonesian
coal up 46.5 million
tonnes since 2010
 Indonesian
government prohibiting
new exports in 2014
Figure: Major export
suppliers to India

Source: Press Bureau of India
Estimated imports for FY2013-14 are annualized figures from the first 6 months

April 2014
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India Coal Critical – Action To Take
Thermal coal assets within shipping distance of India increasingly attractive
Key Takeaways
 Indian coal imports growing at a rapid and
unparalleled rate
 Key producing nations are restricting output
 Few other supply options currently identified
 Consider mining and development projects in
established coal-exporting nations like Australia
and South Africa
 Tight supply situation may spur investment in
new localities around the Indian Ocean sphere

 East African coast, Madagascar are potential
target regions

April 2014
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Disclaimer
This presentation and answers to subsequent questions contain certain “forward-looking statements”. All
statements, other than statements of historical fact, that address activities, events or developments that Pierce
Points believes, expects or anticipates will or may occur in the future are forward- looking statements. Forwardlooking statements are often, but not always, identified by the use of words such as “seek”, “anticipate”, “believe”,
“plan”, “estimate”, “expect”, and “intend” and statements that an event or result “may”, “will”, “can”, “should”,
“could”, or “might” occur or be achieved and other similar expressions.
These forward-looking statements reflect the current internal projections, expectations or beliefs of Pierce Points
based on information currently available to Pierce Points. Forward-looking statements are subject to a number of
risks and uncertainties, including those detailed from time to time in filings made by Pierce Points with securities
regulatory authorities, that may cause the actual results of Pierce Points to differ materially from those discussed
in the forward-looking statements, and even if such actual results are realized or substantially realized, there can
be no assurance that they will have the expected consequences to, or effects on Pierce Points.
Pierce Points expressly disclaims any obligation to update or revise any such forward-looking statements.
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